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Abstract: The study presents a novel computational intelligence algorithm designed to optimise energy consumption in an 
environmental monitoring process: specifically, water level measurements in flooded areas. This algorithm aims to obtain a trade-
off between accuracy and power consumption. The implementation constitutes a data aggregation and fusion in itself. A harsh 
environment can make the direct measurement of flood levels a difficult task. This study proposes a flood level estimation, 
inferred through the measurement of other common environmental variables. The benefit of this algorithm is tested both with 
simulations and real experiments conducted in Doñana, a national park in southern Spain where flood level measurements have 
traditionally been done manually.
1 Introduction

A wireless sensor network (WSN) consists of many small 
devices deployed in a physical environment. Each device, 
called a node, has special capabilities such as 
communications with its neighbours, sensing and data 
storage and processing [1]. The nodes make mesh networks 
of devices than can collaborate among themselves allowing 
the implementation of distributed solutions to solve 
complex problems.

Although a sensor networks have many applications [2], 
environmental monitoring is an area where the potential 
impact is huge, as described in [3]. Owing to this, these 
devices permit monitoring an area at a low cost and with 
little need of human presence. They are normally used in 
environmental monitoring to collect information via sensors 
incorporated into each node; pooling this information in a 
special device called a Base Station [4]. The Base Station 
generally acts as a gateway, allowing the user to access the 
collected data through an infrastructured network, such as 
Internet.

The technical requirements of a WSN applied to 
environmental monitoring include:

† Autonomy: Batteries must be able to power the nodes 
during the whole network lifetime. As the radio transceiver 
accounts for most of the power consumption in a node, the 
network has to reduce data traffic as much as possible, as 
well as the number of hops required to send a message.
† Robustness: In this kind of application, human 
maintenance is usually difficult because of the hardness of
the terrain. Therefore it is important to design robust
software and hardware that can be adapted to any incident.
† Flexibility: The network must be able to add, move or
remove nodes to meet the application requirements. The
network must automatically detect the changes, organising
the communications in consequence.

One of the most important constraints for this application
concerns energy consumption. The batteries that provide
power supply to these devices have, in general, a short life.
To overcome this problem, this study presents an
aggregation and data-fusion technique, that allows us to
reduce the network’s power consumption.

The parameter considered in this study is the water level in
flooded zones. We studied it using a simulator to determine
the advantages of local processing and data fusion to reduce
power consumption. The data fusion is based on a local
Self-Organised Map (SOM) [5] distributed in each node of
the WSN.

The results obtained by simulation have been compared
with the real deployment of a WSN. The experimental
results in real scenarios demonstrate the performance of the
system and validate the results obtained by simulation.
Since the start of the installation we have collected partial
information about the mounted sensors and their reliability.
These results are discussed in Section 6.

The rest of this study is organised as follows: Section 2
describes the application scenario of the proposed method;
Section 3 summarises the state-of-the-art about aggregation
and data fusion in WSN; Section 4 describes the proposed
aggregation methods with outcome of this method



Fig. 1 ICARO network

Table 1 Protocol stack

Layer – Protocol

application – sCollection

transport – ARTICA-APP

network – CTP

link LLC AM

link MAC IEEE 802.15.4

physical IEEE 802.15.4 –

developed in Section 5 and finally, Section 7 presents the 
concluding remarks and discusses future studies.

2 Application scenario

The proposed system has been designed to be applied in the 
National Park of Doñana. The Park is located in the south 
of Spain and covers a huge area of about 542 Km2. Doñana 
is a wildlife reserve protected by the Spanish Government; 
it is an area that has seen little human interference through 
history. As a result, it is a privileged scenario for studying 
populations of wild animals and plants.

The international scientific community has been 
conducting research in Doñana for over 50 years. Biologists 
have traditionally deployed different kinds of sensors to 
gather information about natural phenomena such as 
vegetation stress, water levels of the aquiferous system, etc. 
Recent deployments of WSNs have increased the number of 
information sources significatively. Consequently data 
fusion and aggregation techniques are needed to manage 
such a huge amount of data [6].

Doñana is a harsh environment that does not allow sensors 
to measure the flood level directly. In this study we propose a 
data-fusion algorithm, to predict the flood level using other 
more easily suitable environmental variables, such as 
temperature or rainfall. To test the system, a WSN called 
ICARO [7] has been deployed in Doñana. This network 
measures environmental variables on the edges of flooded 
areas of the Park making it possible to execute the proposed 
flood level estimation algorithm.

The current prototype consists of nine measuring nodes and 
a Base Station. This deployment is shown in Fig. 1. The 
installation started operation in September 2010, and it is 
currently fully functional.

The developed network communicates using wireless 
technology based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, with a 
tree topology extending radio coverage. Many routing 
protocols have been proposed for WSN applications [8]. 
Some of them have been designed to reduce power energy 
consumption [9] in the network layer. Table 1 shows the
protocol stack implemented in each node of the ICARO
network. This stack is based on an implementation of a
Collection tree protocol (CTP [10]) over the TinyOS
operating system. CTP makes it possible to compute
anycast routes to a single sink in the WSN from the rest of
the nodes.

To do this, these classes of protocols implement two
different services: one maintaining route information and
the other transmitting information. In this implementation,
every node receives an ACK at transport layer when the
next node of the route receives the information, but no
ACK is received in the source node when the sink receives
the information. This is to reduce energy consumption. For
the transmission service this protocol implements a best
effort algorithm.

Collection protocols [11] commonly try to improve the
performance or data quality of a network. The application
we are proposing here aims to reduce power network
consumption. To do this, in the ARTICA-APP protocol a
hibernation mechanism is implemented in the transport
layer. We will discuss this mechanism in Section 4.

The sCollection protocol is implemented on the top level of
the protocol stack. For our applications, it offers high-level
functions that allow information to be sent to the Base
Station. The number of variables sent can change
depending on the application. In the initial phase of the
deployment, 47 bytes are sent in each transmission to the
Base Station. These messages contain all the environmental
information gathered by the systems’ sensors.

In the initial development of the ICARO network, all
sensor information is sent to a Base Station, where all the
data is gathered and processed. This is done with a refresh
rate of 1 min. Our aim is to use this prototype to test data-
fusion techniques based on SOMs. The main objective is to
reduce the traffic and thus the power consumption of the
network. This would eventually enable us to drastically
increase the number of measurement nodes, maintaining the
low cost and small size of the devices.

The proposed SOM is executed locally in every node. This
neuronal network combines the information acquired from
multiple sensors and the output provided by the SOM is
evaluated to determine whether the information is important
enough to be sent. Our proposed approach is applicable to
the study of other systems, with the same features (multiple
sensors) and constraints (low-power consumption and low-
data rate). The authors are currently studying other
applications using a similar focus. For example, the
estimation of temperature change from global warning, the
evolution of the weight of birds, tracking the movement of
animals, etc.

As mentioned before, a collection algorithm requires two
classes of devices: a sink and many sources. In the ICARO
network, the sink is the Base Station and the sources are the
measurement nodes. In the following subsections we
describe these devices.

2.1 Measurement nodes

Measurement nodes collect environmental variables such as
temperature, rainfall, humidity, etc. The proposed data-
fusion algorithm (to be described later in Section 4) is
implemented in these nodes, which report their estimation
of the flood level to the Base Station, as a function of the
measured environmental variables. Each node sends its
information to the Base Station once per minute when the
data-fusion algorithm is not used.



These nodes consist of a small weather station, a processing 
unit based on a low-power microcontroller and a wireless 
radio transceiver (more specifically platform TelosB nodes 
[12]). In addition, the measurement nodes also incorporate a 
solar power system, designed to feed the system for several 
months even in complete darkness.

2.2 Base Station

The Base Station consists of a microcontroller and a radio 
transceiver, identical to those of the measurement nodes, 
but with a different firmware. In addition, it is connected to 
an industrial PC, which acts as a gateway between the 
WSN and the network of the Doñana Biological Station. As 
a result, the information gathered from the environment 
is accessible through the Internet. This node is also 
responsible for maintaining the network topology and 
organising communications between nodes.

3 Aggregation and data fusion in WSN

It is well known that using systems with multiple sensors 
presents many advantages, including:

† Increasing the robustness of the measurement, by 
obtaining multiple correlated measurements of the same 
process.
† Increasing robustness and reliability of the system in the 
event of sensor failure.
† In many cases, as with most environmental monitoring 
applications, a high number of low precision measurements 
over an area is preferable to a lower number of higher-
resolution measurements.
† Reducing uncertainty.

Nevertheless, increasing the number of sensors has a cost 
in terms of the volume of message exchanges and power 
consumption. In addition, increasing the number of sensors 
also increases the amount of measurements gathered from 
the environment, making it more difficult to manage the 
greater amount of data. The trade-off between number of 
sensors and amount of information collected for an 
application is, in general, a complex problem.

WSN nodes have to manage their power consumption 
carefully as their power is usually supplied by batteries. 
This effect becomes more important when data has to be 
transported from a source to a sink through multiple hops. 
In this task, the nodes usually have to assume the role of 
gateways.

Nodes are usually deployed so that the information 
collected by one is often correlated with the information 
collected by its neighbours. Therefore, data from nodes 
deployed in the same area can be aggregated. Data 
aggregation and fusion (the process that combines different 
information into a more relevant and manageable form) 
reduce the amount of information gathered, minimising 
useless and redundant data and reducing traffic and power 
consumption at the same time. For these reasons, and 
because of the special constraints of WSN nodes [13], data 
aggregation and fusion have become key issue in WSN 
research [14].

Data fusion first appeared in the literature in the 1960s, as a 
mathematical model for data manipulation [15]. Nowadays 
there are many frameworks for designing data-fusion 
systems. One of the most widely used today was defined by 
the Joint Directors of Laboratories (JDL [16]), an organism
that belongs to the Department of Defense of the USA.
This framework was developed to aid the design of military
applications. It consists of the following steps [6]:

Level 0, preprocessing: On this level the data acquisition
hardware associated with the sensor preprocesses the
information collected by the sensor. This preprocessing may
consist of data filtering, scale changing, unit conversion, etc.

Level 1, object refinement: Its goal is to identify objects and
data association. To do this, the framework proposes fusing
the attributes in entities from multiple sources, such as
sensors or other entities. The procedures that could
implement this step are data alignment, predictions of
states, associations between data and entities and refinement
of these entities.

Level 2, situation refinement: This step attempts to extract
conclusions from incomplete information provided by the
object refinement.

Level 3, impact assessement: The phenomenon is studied
with the acquired data. This study intends to predict the
performance of the phenomenon in the future.

Level 4, process refinement: In this step the system tries to
increase the performance. It is necessary to take any trade-off
with the resources used.

Level 5, cognitive refinement: On this last level, the human
interprets the results obtained by the data-fusion processing.
This way possible errors can be detected.

Data fusion can be a centralised process or a distributed
process. Centralised data fusion takes advantage of having
more information about the process. It provides a better
picture about the state of the system, but it also increases
the number and cost of the communications and increases
storage needs. This is why systems with limited energy
availability, such as WSNs with distributed data fusion
(with almost all data locally preprocessed) represent a better
approach.

Current research about data fusion can be split into three
areas:

† Research into the fusion function: The main goals are to
suppress redundancy and estimate a system parameter [17].
† Research into system architecture: The main goal is to
determine how many data aggregators must be used in the
WSN, and where [18].
† Research into trade-offs and resources: This research
focuses on different trade-offs, such as energy against
estimation accuracy, energy against aggregation latency, and
bandwidth against aggregation [19].

The application presented in this study is an example of
data fusion that can fit all three categories, as we shall see
in Section 4.

The use of data aggregation over WSN is not new. Many
data aggregation algorithms have been proposed in the
literature [20, 21]. However, these algorithms have focused
mainly on reducing the bandwidth used instead of reducing
power consumption. These techniques try to reduce
redundant information in a multi-hop network, where sensor
measurements are acquired from several nodes.

In our approach, we execute a local data aggregation in
every node of the network. To do this, we use the
measurement of the sensors present in a particular node.
This allows us to reduce power consumption and save
bandwidth, as the amount of information sent through the
network is minimised.

Among the many mathematical techniques for obtaining
conclusions from sensor information, some of the most



widely used are neural networks. One example is the
Kohonen network or Self-Organising Map (SOM) [5],
which is the technique used in our approach.

3.1 Self-organising map

SOM is an unsupervised neural network [22]. The neurons are
organised in a unidirectional, two-layer architecture (Fig. 2).
The first is the input or sensorial layer, formed by m
neurons, one per each input variable. The input is formed
by stochastic samples x(t) [ Rm from the sensorial space.
The second layer is formed by a grid with nxxn′y neurons.
Each neuron (i, j) is represented by an m-dimensional
weight or reference vector called synapsis,
w′

ij = [w′
ij1, w′

ij2, . . . , w′
ijm], where m is the dimension of the

input vector x(t). The neurons in the output layer (the
competitive Kohonen layer) are fully connected to the
neurons in the input layer.

In SOM we can distinguish two phases:
Learning phase: In the learning phase, neurons from the

second layer compete for the privilege of learning among
each other, while the correct answer(s) is (are) unknown.

The effect of the unsupervised learning algorithm – also
considered to be a weight update algorithm – is
to distribute the neurons throughout the area of the
n-dimensional space populated by the current training set
according to the distribution of the data. This learning
algorithm is detailed in Table 2.

Execution phase: In this phase the weights are declared
fixed.

SOM gives an output denoted by FLevel that represents the
flood level. This value is returned by a function Q depending

Fig. 2 SOM architecture
on the winning neuron: FLevel ¼ Q( g). The function for this
application is defined in Section 4.1.

4 Description of the proposed method

In the design of WSNs a trade-off is required between the
number of message exchanges, number of hops and energy
consumption. In Section 5.1 we evaluate this relationship
for our network. Aggregation and data fusion would help in
the design of the system to achieve this goal (Table 3).

The estimation of the node’s power consumption is central
to the strategy design of the network’s behaviour. In this
sense, the power consumption of the TelosB nodes can be
detailed as follows: idle mode, 15 mW; transmission mode,
38 mW; and reception mode, 41 mW [12]. Clearly,
reception has a slightly higher power consumption than
transmission, and both consume considerably more than in
idle state. Therefore, to reduce power consumption one
needs to reduce the number of message exchanges, and also
stop all node activity enabling low-power modes by
switching off the radio transceiver. A suitable activity
manager with hibernation periods is required for low-power
consumption systems. Several protocols for hibernation
have been proposed [23, 24] to reduce power consumption,
but the main problem lies in setting clock synchronisation
in each node [25].

Our system uses a hibernation mechanism that has been
implemented over the ARTICA-APP protocol in the
transport layer (Table 2). This mechanism sends a wake-up
beacon cyclically from the Base Station, to all the network
nodes. These beacons announce the start of
communications and provide information about the required
on/off periods, Ton and Toff respectively. The measurement
nodes use the reception of this beacon to synchronise a
local timer on the basis of the received Ton and Toff

information.
To receive the beacon, all measurement nodes must have

their radio transceiver on. To do this, and considering that
the local clocks may have an offset among the nodes, the
measurement nodes start their radio transceiver a certain
time before the Base Station sends its beacon (Tdelay). In the
ICARO network, the values Ton ¼ 30 s and Tdelay ¼ 10 s
have been used. In the initial deployment of the ICARO
network, we set Toff ¼ 30 s. This allows information to be
gathered from the whole network every minute but, as
discussed in Section 5.1, it involves high-power
consumption. The goal of the proposed SOM is to reduce
the power consumption while maintaining the usability of
the system.

Our aim is to use artificial intelligence in the ICARO
network to reduce data traffic, and consequently power
Table 2 Learning algorithm

Step 1: synaptic-weight-vectors setup. In time t ¼ 0, we can start with different configurations: w ′
ijk = 0 or

random values

Step 2: in each iteration, take samples of x(t)

Step 3: for each neuron (i, j), calculate the similarity between its synaptic-weight-vector, w ′
ij and the current

input, x(t). A useful similarity criterion is the Euclidean distance:

— d2(w ′
ij , x ) =

∑m

k=1
(w ′

ijk − xk )
2

(1)

Step 4: declare the winning neuron: g ¼ (g1, g2), which performs the minimum distance

— synaptic-weight-vector update

Step 5: end if the number of iterations has reached the maximum number of iterations or, if not, back to step 2



Table 3 Implementation of the winning neuron election in C++

int WinnerNeuron(float ∗x)

{
float d2 ¼ 0; % distance ^ 2

float d[12]; % distance between input and every neuron weight

for (int m ¼ 0; m , 12; m++)

d[m] ¼ 0;

for (int i ¼ 0; i , 12; i++)

{
d2 ¼ 0;

for (int j ¼ 0; j , 4; j++)

{
float aux ¼ IW[i][j]-x[j]; % IW[i][j] is the input weights matrix,

%obtained in the learning phase

d2 +¼ aux∗aux;

}
d[i] ¼ sqrt(d2);

}
float aux ¼ d[0];

int neuron ¼ 1;

for (int n ¼ 0; n , 12; n++)

{
if (aux . d[n])

{
aux ¼ d[n];

neuron ¼ n + 1;

}
}
return neuron;

}

consumption, by filtering information. This network consists 
of ten nodes and was initially designed to send environmental 
information with a refresh period of 1 min. With the 
algorithm presented in this study, the data rate can be 
reduced, increasing the system’s energy efficiency.

This project aims to obtain information in real time about 
the flood level in the natural environment described in 
Section 2. Until now, flood level estimation has been done 
manually, but muddy, boggy areas can make it difficult to 
get to the specific points. In some areas it is virtually 
impossible to resume the flood level.

In our approach each node executes an artificial neuronal 
network to estimate the water level of flooded zones. This 
execution is done once a day. The neural network is a SOM 
trained with historical data of the environmental variables 
obtained by the Biological Station of Doñana (EBD) over 
several years, as described in Section 4.1. The SOM 
receives data from environmental sensors installed in the 
node (level 0, source preprocessing according to the JDL 
definition of fusion described in Section 3) and produces an 
output that identifies the state of the water level with a 
neuron at the output layer of the SOM (level 1, object 
refinement). This procedure constitutes a data-fusion 
technique that suppresses the redundancy in the estimation 
of the system parameter: that is, the water level in a specific 
zone (level 3, impact assessment, and level 4, process 
refinement). Once the information of the flood level reaches 
the Data Center, it can be interpreted by the biologist (level 
5, cognitive refinement).

All nodes process the information in the following way: if 
the state is different from the state estimated the day before, 
the node notifies a Base Station; if the state is equal to the
state obtained the day before the node sends no
information. This way the nodes waste neither energy nor
bandwidth. This situation could be categorised as data
fusion based on trade-offs and resources, in this case of
energy against estimation accuracy (see Section 3).

Since the nodes are deployed over a flood zone, and each
node produces its own estimation, we can assume that there
will be several estimations spread over the sensor network.
Some nodes may change their estimation with a
higher frequency than others, with the former producing
more traffic than the latter. Since the information is sent
to a Base Station using multi-hop protocols based on the
IEEE 802.15.4 standard, this information should be
aggregated.

At this point a second data-fusion technique is
implemented to determine how many data aggregators must
be used in the WSN and where. The use of aggregators
enhances the speed of data processing (level 2, situations
refinement, again following the JDL framework). When the
Base Station receives the aggregated data, it sends it to the
EBD through its Intranet network (Wi-Fi and Internet). At
the EBD the biologists interpret the results obtained by the
sensor networks, and evaluate the accuracy (level 5,
cognitive refinement).

4.1 SOM design

We have considered a SOM design based on 12 output
neurons (arranged in a 3 × 4 matrix). The SOM used a first
layer made up of five input neurons, one for each input
variable (shown in Table 4). These variables were chosen
according to their relevance in the estimation of the flood
level, and their values were obtained from the historic
information gathered by the EBD. Other information, such
as wind direction and wind strength, was not considered
because historic information of these parameters was not
available. Using these variables and the SOM, the flood
level in a marsh it can be estimated, using a Q function
(see Section 3.1).

The SOM has been trained according to the algorithm
described in Section 3.1, executing 50 000 training cycles.

Fig. 3 depicts the winning neuron from the SOM,
considering one sample every 5 days from the 2002–2003
hydrological year (73 samples in total). This figure
represents the SOM, with the big circles being the possible
winning neuron; they are surrounded by smaller circles that
depict each considered sample. The inside of the circles
shows the date of the input that originates these winning
neurons. The grayness of these circles varies depending on
the month’s rainfall. This figure shows that the winning
neurons are polarised according to the flood level in two
groups, one with a low flood level (corresponding to
summertime, with low rainfall) and another with a high
flood level (corresponding to winter, with high rainfall).
This figure shows that the SOM acts as a dendrogram,

Table 4 Inputs of the SOM

Name Symbol Units

rain level Rl centimeters

maximum temperature Tmax degrees centigrades

minimum temperature Tmin degrees centigrades

average temperature Tavg degrees centigrades

frosty day F binary: 0 or 1



grouping the results according to the weather information of
the inputs.

After the winning neuron is selected, we use the output
function Q to assign a flood level; this value is denoted as
F. The method for defining Q is based on a data
aggregation of the current flood level obtained from the
historic data. That is, for each winning neuron, all the
historic values that activate this winning neuron are
considered. Two different criteria have been studied:

† Mode (FMod): As the flood level for each winning neuron,
we consider the most frequent flood level of the input that
activates a winning neuron.
† Average (FAvg): As the flood level associated to each
neuron, we consider the average of all the flood levels over
the days that activate a winning neuron. It can be obtained as:

FAvg = 1

n

∑n

i=1

FReal,i (2)

where FReal,i are the real flood levels of the historic values for
each winning neuron.

Fig. 3 SOM obtained for the training year

Table 5 Assigned flood level

Neuron FMod cm FAvg cm

N1 72 59

N2 72 53

N3 70 52

N4 65 58

N5 35 37

N6 15 21

N7 60 50

N8 0 17

N9 0 15

N10 0 16

N11 0 18

N12 0 13
The flood levels considered for each neuron are
summarised in Table 5.

For this application, we used the Q function based on the
FMod mode because in our tests it was more accurate.

5 Simulation, tests and results

To test the proposed flood algorithm and compare it with the
classical approach (i.e. sending all the information cyclically,
whether it is useful or not to the Base Station, without local
preprocessing, as described in Section 2), we designed to
consider two metrics: power consumption and throughput.
This ad hoc simulator is written in C++. With this
simulator the user can test the consumption of the system
versus the variation in the measurement obtained from the
sensors and obtain the winning neuron of the SOM. This
simulator calls a library, written in C, that implements the
execution phase of the SOM described in Section 3.1.

The simulator is divided into three parts. The first one
shows a representation of the topology of the ICARO
network in the background consisting of nine nodes. This is
the network considered for the power consumption
estimation, on the basis of the power consumption of the
TelosB nodes deployed within it (see the beginning of
Section 4). As input for the simulator, the operator can
introduce all the measurement inputs for each node. After
that, the user can execute a simulation by pressing the
button ‘Execute a day’. When the operator does this, the
console shows information about the energy consumption
of each node in the network and the total energy
consumption of the network. It also shows the value of
winner neurons for all nodes that changes their state and
sends a new message to the Base Station.

This information allows us to compare the advantages of
the proposed solution compared with other methods.

Fig. 4 shows the efficiency of our algorithm comparing the
real flood level, and the estimated flood level (with both
criteria: mode and average). As a conclusion, the design
SOM offers good performance in the flood level estimation.

5.1 Estimation of power consumption

As discussed before, power consumption is one of the most
important constraints of the WSN, because of the energy
cost of messages exchanges.

The proposed simulator considers the TelosB power
consumption as the basis for obtaining entire network
consumption. In addition to the consumption of each
device, the simulator also offers information about the path

Fig. 4 Estimations of the flooding level for the 2002–2003 year



followed by the message from a node that changes its state to
the Base Station, including the number of hops.

To obtain the power consumption of the SOM, the number
of cycles required by the microcontroller to execute all the
operations is calculated. This information is obtained from
the IAR Systems’ compiler for MSP430 microcontrollers
[26], which are the ones we use in our nodes, enabling the
optimisations for fast code execution. IAR offers
information, using an emulator, about the number of cycles
required to execute a function. With these conditions, the
SOM function needs a total of 7324 cycles for the SOM.

Knowing that the TelosB works at 4 MHZ, and that the
power consumption of the microcontroller in execution is
3 mW [12], the total power consumption to process the
algorithm is 5.49 mJ for the proposed 3 × 4 SOM.

To obtain the power consumption, the simulator takes into
account the hibernation mechanism implemented over the
ICARO networks, as described in Section 4. This consists
of keeping the measurement nodes’ radio transceiver on
(Ton) for 30 s. The simulator makes it possible to adjust the
time the radio transceiver is in stand-by mode (Toff). These
two times determine the period between consecutive
transmissions. Thus, the daily energy consumption in a
node (Enode,i) can be obtained with Enode,i ¼ ETx,i + ERx,i +
EStandBy,i. Where ETx,i is the energy required to send a
message; ERx,i is the energy spent with the radio in receive
mode; and EStandBy,i is the energy used in the
microcontroller when the radio is asleep.

ETx,i can be obtained with ETx,i ¼ TTx
. PTx

. (Nhops + 1),
where TTx is the time needed to send a message (for this
application, 4 ms in the worst case), PTx is the power
consumed in transmission mode (38 mW [12]), Nhops

represents the number of hops required for a message to
reach the Base Station from a source node. For the ICARO
network, this information is summarised in Table 6.

Table 6 Number of Hops of each node

Node ID Hops

node 1 0

node 2 1

node 3 2

node 4 0

node 5 1

node 6 2

node 7 0

node 8 1

node 9 0
ERx,i can be obtained as ERx,i ¼ (Ton 2 TTx) . PRx, where
PTx is the power consumed in reception mode (41 mW [12]).

EStandBy,i can be obtained as 86 400 s/day2 (Nmessages
. Ton),

where Nmessages is the number of transmissions made in a day.
ETx,i can be obtained as ETx,i ¼ (Ton 2 TTx) . PTx.
The energy consumption of the network can be obtained by

adding together the energy consumption of each node, using
the aforementioned equations. The simulator considers all this
information and makes it possible to obtain the power
consumption of the whole network. It offers a result of
energy consumption as a function of the number of
messages (Nmessages) transmitted in a day in the [1–60]
messages per hour range, with or without the use of the
SOM. The information in Fig. 5 represents power
consumption without using the SOM. It shows that energy
consumption increases practically linearly with the number
of message transmissions. These results seen to indicate that
most of the energy is spent with the radio transceiver ON
(transmit or receive mode). Sending and receiving a
message consumes roughly the same amount of power.
Furthermore, power consumption with the radio transceiver
in OFF is negligible compared with the radio transceiver in
transmission or reception. The estimation of power
consumption could therefore be simplified, by only
considering the time the radio transceiver is in receive
mode: Enode,i � Ton · PRx.

Toff ≫ Ton represents a low duty cycle scheme. This is the
best situation for low-power consumption systems. This goal
is obtained with the use of the SOM.

Table 7 shows the results of energy consumption of the
whole network when considering sending information from
1 to 5 times per day using the SOM. These resuls are
obtained with the simulator. The first column indicates the
number of retransmissions executed per day. The second
column shows the energy consumption. Finally, the third
column details the energy saving obtained when the
information is sent using the proposed method (SOM),
compared with sending every minute all the information
acquired by the sensors to the Base Station. Sending a

Table 7 Energy consumption

Number of retransmission Energy, J Energy saving, %

1 22.73 99.86

2 33.80 99.79

3 44.86 99.72

4 55.23 99.65

5 66.99 99.58
Fig. 5 Estimation of the energy consumption of the system without the SOM



Rs = 1 −
∏n

i=1

(1 − Ri) = 1 − (1 − R)3 = 92% (3)

Fig. 6 Throughput of the ICARO network

message every minute was the situation described before, 
when the estimation of the flood level was done at the Base 
Station. The power consumption when the proposed data 
fusion and aggregation algorithm is used is much lower.

Note that in any case the consumption of the radio 
transceiver is much higher than the consumption of the SOM 
algorithm. Clearly, the proposed system drastically reduces 
power consumption compared with the previous situation, 
with the classical focus of WSNs using nodes to gathering 
information at the Base Station, without any preprocessing or 
treatment of the information. The proposed SOM has shown 
itself to be a good data fusion and aggregation method for 
reducing power consumption, enabling an increase in the 
number of devices, keeping the cost low and reducing the 
size and weight of the power system.

Therefore, this SOM demonstrates that it represents be a 
good trade-off between computational requisites and 
accuracy in the flood level estimation.

6 Robustness of the system

After the simulated results, the system was implemented over 
the ICARO network.

Initially, the measurement accuracy was tested, comparing 
the quality of the information gathered from the sensors with 
the information obtained from high accuracy devices of the 
Doñana Biological Station (EBD). Measurements obtained 
with the ICARO network were similar to those obtained 
with the EBD’s equipment, several times more expensive 
than the proposed solution.

Since the start of the installation, partial information has 
been gathered about the sensors and their reliability. 
Initially, the system stored for 1 year, all environmental 
information from the nodes with a refresh frequency of 
1 min. During this time, the system has shown its 
robustness even on days of high rainfall or high 
temperatures (with temperatures above 458C).

As an example, Fig. 6 shows the throughput for node 10, 
understanding throughput as the percentage of successful 
transmissions. The dashed line depictes the average 
throughput of the entire network during 1 year.

This node (10) offers an average throughput of 56.57%. 
The network offers an average throughput up to 
R ¼ 56.4%. Because of this, to reduce the risk of 
information loss, the proposed system sends information 
three times. In this case, we obtain a system reliability (Rs) of:
We assume that this value is good enough to ensure that the
system will work correctly, even with packet loss.

Fig. 7 shows the frequency of change of the winning
neuron over time. On average, data information changes
once every 2 days (average of 53%).

On the basis of this information, an additional aggregation
can be implemented. As the flood level does not change
continuously (neither do the input variables), additional
energy would be saved if the system only sent information
to the Base Station when the winning neuron changed.

To do this, one needs to define clusterheads. These
clusterheads determine whether there are relevant changes
in the input variables (i.e. if there are changes in the
estimation of the winning neuron). If so, it collects the
information of the winning neurons of its neighbours. If
not, the radio transceiver is switched off, reducing energy
consumption.

Currently, the ICARO network is programmed to send the
winning neuron of each node three times a day.

7 Conclusions and future work

WSN s have shown their value as a solution for
environmental monitoring, allowing low cost installation
with high flexibility, in contrast to wired deployments, such
as the traditional installations in the National Park of Doñana.

The main issue with this technology is to obtain a
satisfactory trade-off between the amount of transmitted
data and energy consumption. For these applications,
aggregation and data fusion are good solutions.

The proposed method consists of an example of data fusion
and aggregations, based on an SOM applied to a WSN,
allowing improvements to the lifetime of the system.

With the help of a simulator, we proved that to increase the
network lifetime, the radio transceiver needs to be kept off for
as long as possible. On the contrary, it is clear that multi-hop
can increase the coverage area although it also drastically
increases power consumption. Because of this, the use of
data fusion and aggregation, such as SOM networks,
represents a good trade-off between power consumption and
accuracy, especially in extended networks.

This study does not just present theoretical results. The
proposed system has been deployed in a challenging

Fig. 7 Changes of the winning neuron per month in the
2010–2011 year



scenario to overcome the very real problems of measuring in
the National Park of Doñana, because of the difficulty of
accessing flood zones where measurement has always been
done by hand.

With this system a real-time estimation of the flood level
can be obtained instead of a few data per year which was
the previous situation. The system has worked correctly
since its deployment, demonstrating its reliability and
robustness.

The authors are currently working on further reducing
power consumption, on the basis of new fusion information
methods among nodes and considering low-level changes
among winning neurons on consecutive days.
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